Abstract
Moscow's intervention into Ukrainian affairs was framed within the pretext of helping ethnic Russians.The US and the European Union (EU) condemned Putin's invasion and threatened to impose sanctions on Moscow, a threat that was quickly implemented and steadily intensified. They also began plans to reinforce the North Atlantic Treaty Organization's (NATO's) presence in Eastern Europe. Their actions, in the language of international relations, might be termed balancing. Balancing is not limited to joining a powerful alliance or building up arms, two of its most classical forms, but can also refer to any state strategy that aims to reduce a perceived threat by improving the security situation of the threatened state(s) relative to the aggressor. has been interpreted in general terms as a neo-imperialist or even neo-Soviet response. Russian foreign policy has been portrayed as aiming to re-establish imperial control of the "near abroad2 (i.e. the newly independent republics that emerged after the dissolution of the Soviet Union)-and in particular of Ukraine. This narrative of aggressive Russian intentions has often been personalized by a focus on Putin himself. 2 We suggest that such a critical narrative has been politically motivated and we therefore propose to investigate how the Ukrainian crisis might be managed, and indeed deescalated, so that all parties involved will benefit.
We hold that the transformation of the Ukrainian crisis requires a dispassionate analysis of the global and regional context, which must include Moscow's perception of threats to its interests-a factor that has largely been missing until now.
In this brief paper, we argue that Russia's behaviour can be explained through the lens of Stephen M. Walt's "balance of threat" theory, 3 which complements balance of power theory by not only focusing on power units (e.g. military, or offensive, capabilities) but also on threats. According to balance of threat theory, state behaviour is determined by the threat perceived by other states or alliances. Walt argues that states will not balance against other states that are increasing in power (as balance of power theory predicts) but rather against those that are perceived as a threat. For instance, during the Cold War, US nuclear weapons did not threaten Western European states. The latter states perceived the US as neither aggressive nor hostile. It was therefore not a threat.
In his March 2014 speech to the Duma, Putin paraphrased Walt's core argument in a sentence that deserves greater scholarly and public attention: "If you compress the spring all the way to its limit, it will snap back hard."
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We interpret this remark as an indicator that Moscow perceives Western political and military expansion (i.e. the admission of East European states into the EU and especially into NATO), as well as defence measures taken by NATO allies (i.e. missile defence), as clear, immediate, and vital threats to Russia's national security. Our guiding thesis is that balancing exacerbates the dynamic of the security dilemma and makes the perceived threat real, thereby making the balancer an even greater threat than before. The current Ukrainian crisis also shows that, when it comes to security challenges, states tend to resort to balancing against any perceived threat.
The Cuban missile crisis and the ongoing Iranian nuclear crisis support Walt's theory; in both cases the perception of a threat resulted in balancing. The US balanced against the deployment of Soviet nuclear missiles into Cuba, which could have reached and destroyed Washington. From Washington's perspective, the Soviet move was an unprecedented provocation and a threat. The missiles were indeed a provocation, but they were not unprecedented; in 1959, the US had begun to install nuclear missiles in several NATO partner states, including Turkey. The Soviets had perceived Washington's move as a threat and balanced against it by deploying missiles to Cuba. In this context, Walt's balance of threat theory appears to be a convincing explanation of state behaviour. It is therefore worth applying such a theoretically driven analytical framework to the Ukrainian crisis.
Sources of threat
To distinguish threatening from non-threatening states, Walt describes four different sources of threat:
 Aggregate power refers to "a state's total resources"; the greater the aggregate power, the greater the threat a state can pose.
 Geographic proximity refers to the distance that lies between the potential competitors; the greater the distance, the more limited "the ability to project power" and the more limited the potential threat.
 Offensive power refers to the extent of "offensive capabilities"; the greater the offensive power, the greater the threat a state can pose. Offensive power is closely related to aggregate power and geographic proximity.
 Aggressive intentions refer to how states perceive a potential enemy.
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Although Walt regards all four dimensions as equally important, we hold that intentions most strongly influence the image that state A has of state B. From the Russian perspective, Moscow is not only influenced but also dominated by the Western hemisphere (i.e. the US, the EU, and NATO). When considering three of Walt's material sources of threat, the United States in particular becomes extremely threatening. The combined aggregate and offensive power of the US, the EU, and NATO is unprecedented. However, Russia is only the successor of the former Soviet Union, i.e. a superpower in decline. Western superiority has been reflected in concrete policy decisions toward Russia, which can easily be perceived as threats or even violations of Russian security concerns. Examples include:
 The Kosovo intervention: it was executed against the explicit objections of Russia and carried out against Serbia, an ally of Russia; 
The Eastern expansion of NATO and missile defence
At the end of the Cold War, Soviet president Mikhail Gorbachev introduced the concept of the "allEuropean home," which was meant to help peacefully reconcile the conflict-prone Eastern and Western spheres of influence. In retrospect, and from the Russian perspective, Gorbachev's idea has been systematically transformed into the exact opposite-an exclusive Western European home with members of the former Warsaw Pact and Soviet Union changing sides.
In 1999, Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic, former member states of the Warsaw Pact, joined NATO. A second large-scale expansion in 2004 enabled seven more Central and Eastern European countries to join (Slovenia, Slovakia, Bulgaria, and Romania, as well the three former Socialist Soviet Republics, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania). In 2009, Albania and Croatia also joined. Moreover, future expansion is still planned; Cyprus and Macedonia are interested in joining NATO, as are Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Kosovo, Georgia, and Ukraine.
Declassified documents and interviews have demonstrated that NATO's eastern expansion has posed a serious security concern to the Soviet Union ever since the eve of German reunification. In a 2009 interview, Gorbachev himself recalled "that Western Germany, the US, and other powers had pledged after Germany's reunification in 1990 that 'NATO would not move a centimetre to the east.'" 9 Not surprisingly, Putin tried to delay the eastern expansion of NATO. In 2007, during the Munich security conference, he made his concerns public: "It turns out that NATO has put its frontline forces on our borders . . .NATO expansion . . . represents a serious provocation that reduces the level of mutual trust . . . Against whom is this expansion intended?" 10 Putin's speech was neither perceived as a warning nor was it taken into account when the West advanced further. Several years later, Russia's actions have come to be taken more seriously but remain wrongly perceived as undeniable indicators of an aggressive, neoimperialist foreign policy.
The situation is reminiscent of the Cuban missile crisis in which Khrushchev warned US president John F. Kennedy about Soviet security concerns regarding US Jupiter missiles in Turkey, which he perceived as offensive. Kennedy had never taken these complaints seriously. He then wrongly perceived the Soviet's missile deployment to Cuba as aggressive. These mistakes led the world to the brink of nuclear war.
The national missile defence program also affects the relationship between Russia and its Western neighbours. In January 1999, the US administration decided to establish an "effective National Missile Defence system capable of defending the territory of the United States against limited ballistic missile attack," 11 and began to construct a worldwide missile defence program. Parts of the project were already installed in Alaska and the UK as well as on Aegis destroyers in the Pacific and the Mediterranean Sea. Russia perceived this as a direct threat.
According to statements from the US government, the project serves as a defensive shield against missile threats posed by rogue states. This view is strongly criticized by Russian elites, who maintain that the program strongly affects Russia's nuclear strength, and specifically its second strike capability, and thereby hinders Russia's national security. According to General Vladimir Belous, Russia's leading expert on anti-ballistic weaponry, the "US bases represent a real threat to our strategic nuclear forces." 12 Although the Western plans were modified by the Obama administration in 2009, the NMD project reinforced the Russian image of a Western "hegemonic arrogance," once again reinforcing the circle of threat.
Finding a bargaining chip
A sustainable de-escalation of the Ukrainian crisis, one that benefits the EU, the US, and Ukraine, can be achieved only if the vital security concerns of Russia are taken into consideration. As indicated by the current escalation dynamic in which both sides balance against what they perceive as a threat, focusing on balancing to improve security is counterproductive. But the question remains: what should be done?
Here, again, both the Cuban missile crisis and the Iranian nuclear crisis may serve as evidence. In order to break the cycle of escalation, a bargaining chip is required-one that is valuable to the one side and acceptable to the other. In the case of the Cuban missile crisis, the withdrawal of the Jupiter missiles from Turkey fulfilled both conditions; it was valuable to the USSR and acceptable to the US.
Post-Cold War, Russia has perceived the West as practising aggressive balancing against it. And the decline of Russian influence in Europe has strengthened the image and narrative of neglected Russian interests. As Putin has made clear, "They are constantly trying to sweep us into a corner because we have an independent position . . . And with Ukraine, our Western partners have crossed the line, playing the bear and acting irresponsibly and unprofessionally. After all, they were fully aware that there are millions of Russians living in Ukraine and in Crimea. They must have really lacked political instinct and common sense not to foresee all the consequences of their actions . . . If you compress the spring all the way to its limit, it will snap back hard. You must always remember this."
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How do our assumptions lead to peaceful conflict management? Like Walt, we believe that the path pursued by the Western states reinforces Russia's perceptions of threat. Balancing against an image (once again perceived) of an aggressive neoimperialist Russia reinforces the perceived threat that led to the Ukrainian crisis.Walt correctly emphasizes that "It's possible that Putin has bitten off more than Russia can comfortably swallow . . . But great powers are usually willing to suffer when their security is on the line, and that's likely to be the case here."
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Given the declining cooperation between the West and Russia, reinvigorated institutions and channels of communication between the two sides are required:
 There is a need for (verbal) de-escalation: "Putin-Hitler comparisons" and the blackmailing of "Putin Versteher" [people who try to understand Putin] within Western discourse are counterproductive.
 Europe should formulate a common political strategy toward Russia within the EU; NATO has no political instrument to solve this crisis.
 Military measures such as new NATO command structures in Eastern Europe or new rapid response forces may be useful in assuaging the threat perceived by the Eastern European states and strengthening NATO's credibility but could also escalate the tensions between the Russia and the West. Accordingly, military measures are less helpful than they are symbolic. We are opposed to the termination of the NATO-Russia-Founding Act and its trust-building mechanisms, which is being proposed by Canada and others. Similarly, efforts to strengthen Russia's offensive capabilities send the wrong signal at the wrong time. The-rather late-termination of weapon exports to Russia (prominently French Mistral-class landing helicopter docks) is a good decision and sends a strong signal. The EU/NATO should seek a (financial) solution to these issues.
Mediators in the inner-Ukrainian conflict could also learn from other civil wars. Generally, lasting agreements include security guarantees for the parties involved and also address the interests of potential foreign actors. The recent violent clashes and massive military operations in the Eastern Ukraine demand a political, not a military, solution. A power-sharing approach, a political system that includes all the relevant stakeholders, and supervision by external actors could stop the violence.
Our analysis indicates that these external actors perceive the situation in Ukraine as a vital interest. We once again agree with Walt's observation that "Russia has spent the last 20-plus years watching the United States and ist European allies expand NATO eastward and deploy ballistic missile defences there, to boot, with near-total disregard for Russian interests and complaints . . .But any good realist could have told you that Russia would regard these developments as a long-term security challenge."
15 From a theoretical perspective, realism could help explain the Russian reaction to the Ukrainian conflict. Using the realist lens represents neither a positive evaluation of Russian actions nor a condemnation of Western values, and analyzing the crisis "realistically" can and should serve to help resolve it.
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